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TALK 

Image work - mental vs kinesthetic imaging. Purpose is to open the body to 
being supported by the four support systems. The images have within them 
elements such as, shape, size, movement, direction, texture, direction, timing, 
etc. The game is to find images that resonate with the structure of our bodily 



design in a way that opens the body to receiving support. The more support, the 
more rest and vitality. Restful vitality.  

STABILITY/STILLNESS STUDY 

Played with the idea of making a drawing, like for a children’s book. Played 
with idea of using a compass, hence the Blake paintings, which I saw with John 
Tuite in London. Fantastic.  

Keywords 

Angle 
Circle 
Crater 
Organs 
Space 
Moon 
Moon within the moon 

A FURTHER LOOK INTO THE HOLES IN THE HEAD 

Flashlight. 
Ear and Nose - location front to back and top to bottom. 
Hump - Fire Pole - Skylight. 
Mouth - Roof - Planetarium - Sensus Communis. (Easy jaw, tongue, teeth) 

Take into Dolphin/Seaweed 

SPACE WITHIN CONTINUED 

Sensus Communis - holes in the head 
Room for Organs  
Soaking the Spine - the wick 
Opening the Joints - empty clothes. 
Knees - green cherry watermelons 
Ankles - yellow grapefruits 
Hips - orange pumpkins 
Wrists - yellow lemons 
Elbows - green kiwis 
Shoulders - red apples 

One side - other side - both sides 



Joints. - one keyword. 

WINGED ETUDE 

Watch videos again. 

Video 1

     Video 2

     Video 3

     Video 4

     Video 5


Continue to teach sequence. 

SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

Suspension - What images take us into that up and out suspension system? 

Ground - What images take us into that low, spread out, substantial system? 

Space - What images take us into that alert, connected, interactive system? 

Organ - What images take us into that full, soft, flexible, fluid system? 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gOAz_s0OGo&authuser=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4ZTYjGIsDo&authuser=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VoofT2-nf8Q&authuser=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkJyqum0avo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcwEVn8SJCk



